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Abstract

Business world is getting increasingly dynamic. Information processing using knowledge-, service-,

and cloud-based systems makes the use of complex, dynamic and often knowledge-intensive

activities an inevitable task. Knowledge-intensive processes contain a set of coordinated tasks

and activities, controlled by knowledge workers to achieve a business objective or goal. Talent

acquisition and recruitment processes - i.e., the process of identifying the jobs vacancy, analyzing the

job requirements, reviewing applications, screening, shortlisting and selecting the right candidate

- are example of Knowledge-intensive processes. Attracting and recruiting right talent is a key

differentiator in modern organizations.

In this thesis, we analyze the state of the art in traditional recruitment model and identify

the main gaps when evaluating candidate profile with position description. We put the first step

towards automating the recruitment process. We present a framework and algorithms to: imitate

the knowledge of recruiters into the domain knowledge, extract data and knowledge from business

artifacts, e.g., candidates’ CV and position description, and link them to the facts in the domain

Knowledge Base. We develop a digital dashboard to help recruiters draw insights in a quick and

easy way. We adopt a motivating scenario in recruiting a Data Scientist role in an organization,

and conduct a user study to highlight how iRecruit significantly facilitates the knowledge intensive

tasks in the recruitment process.
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1
Introduction

The quality of the services any organization provides largely depend on the quality of their

processes [3–6]. Organizations are progressively getting a handle on this idea and moving towards

process-based ventures. As this occurs, the focal issue (and opportunity) for any organization

turns into the recognizable proof, measurement, investigation and improvement of its procedures.

In this context, Business Processes (BPs) defined as a set of coordinated tasks and activities, carried

out manually or automatically, to achieve a business objective or goal [3, 7, 8]. Over the last

decade, many BPs across and beyond the enterprise boundaries have been implemented. Examples

of business processes include tasks and activities in Administration, Manufacturing, Operations,

Procurement and Customer Service.

Recently, various technologies such as social media and Web 2.0 have made dynamic processes

more prevalent. This enables the process workers in the front line to be more proactive and use

their knowledge and best practices in the decision making process and to choose the best next

1



2 INTRODUCTION

steps [9, 10]. Such knowledge-intensive processes, controlled by knowledge workers who have the

experience, understanding, information, and skills. In this context, a knowledge-intensive process

defined as a set of coordinated tasks and activities, controlled by knowledge workers to achieve

a business objective or goal. Recruitment process - i.e., the process of attracting, shortlisting,

selecting and appointing suitable candidates for jobs within an organization - is an example of a

knowledge-intensive process [11, 12].

Attracting and recruiting right talent is a key differentiator in modern organizations. Recruit-

ment process involves many data-driven, collaborative and knowledge intensive steps to ensure

the right fit for an organizational talent requirement. Competing for high-quality resource talent

is becoming a prevalent issue for almost all the organizational leaders and at the same time the

recruitment process is a very expensive process for organizations. Recruiting for wrong fit can prove

exceptionally costly not only due to monetary perspective but also it has serious consequences on

employee morale and productivity [1, 13]. Current state of the art in the knowledge intensive

recruitment process does not provide data-driven techniques to relate candidate CV related data

with the position description and rank candidates based on a score.

We present novel techniques to imitate the knowledge of a recruiter, extract data [14, 15]

from candidate’s CV and link [16, 17] them to position description. Finally we present a data

visualization based dashboard to present the data summaries for quick and easy navigation to

data insights. We focus on a motivating scenario in recruitment, where a knowledge worker (e.g.,

a recruiter) in a knowledge intensive process, will be processing the Data Scientist candidate

information from the candidates CV and enrich them with information such as university ranking,

specific industry experience, location and more. We compare the candidate’s contextualized profile

with job descriptions (including job purpose, required skills, required experience and required

education level) and rank their profile in terms of suitability for the position. The goal is to provide

evidences to the knowledge workers, i.e., recruiters, and help them in decision making.

1.1 Key Research Issues and Contributions Overview

In this section, we outline key research issues tackled in this thesis following by contributions

overview. One of the key challenges in the recruitment process, is the analysis of the CV and making
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inferences on different named entities and comparing these between candidates. Recruiters have

limited time evaluating candidates pertinent to a role. To reduce this gap of making decisions

based on limited information/data, we propose a novel approach where the relevant information

about a candidate is presented in a contextual way and in a consistent manner irrespective of the

way the CV is articulated or written. Our approach helps on the challenges in two ways. One

that the information relevant to a candidate is extracted and presented as a summary view and

secondly it is complemented with linked entity domain knowledge. This will assist recruiters

automatically extracting facts, information, and insights from the raw business artifacts, e.g.,

candidates’ Curriculum Vitae (CV1) and job advertisements.

In this thesis, we propose an analytical approach to the recruitment process. We propose

that within the process there needs to be a feedback from the pool of talent stage to the position

description. Secondly we propose techniques within knowledge graphs, linking two graph nodes

to automate the manual process of matching each of the candidates’ CV to the position description

and give a comparison score. We call this comparison score as ‘Position Description Match Score

(PDMS)’. We also present a framework to imitate the knowledge of recruiters into a recruitment

domain Knowledge Base (rKB), i.e., a knowledge base that consists of a set of concepts organized

into the recruitment taxonomy (e.g., universities, organizations, jobs and best practices), instances

for each concept and relationships among them. Finally we present a data visualization based

dashboard to present the summarized candidate data for the recruitment analysts and present

findings in a user-friendly way to draw insights.

Our focus builds on a motivating scenario in recruitment, where a knowledge worker (e.g.,

a recruiter) in a knowledge intensive process, will be processing the Data Scientist candidate

information from the candidates CV and augment that information with linked entities (e.g.,

university ranking, specific industry experience, location etc.). Compare the candidate’s enriched

profile with the job description data (e.g., job purpose, required skills, required experience, required

education level etc.) and then rank all candidates from highest match to the lowest match between

candidates enriched profile and job description. This thesis includes offering:

• We put the first step towards automating the recruitment process and presents a framework

1A Curriculum Vitae (CV) is a written overview of a person’s experience and other qualifications for a job opportunity.

It is akin to a résumé in North America.
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(namely iRecruit) to imitate the knowledge of recruiters into a recruitment domain Knowledge

Base (rKB), i.e., a knowledge base that consists of a set of concepts organized into the

recruitment taxonomy (e.g., universities, organizations, jobs and best practices), instances

for each concept and relationships among them.

• We present a set of domain specific algorithms to extract data and knowledge from business

artifacts and link them to the facts in the domain knowledge.

• A ‘Position Description Match Score (PDMS)’ which is a scalable and extensible scoring func-

tion to automate the manual process of matching candidates’ CV to the position description

and give a comparison score.

• A data-visualization based data summary to enable recruitment analysts with enriched

candidate’s CV, filter relevant candidates data along with Position Description Match Score

and generate quick insights in an easy way.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we present the background

and analysis of the current state of the art in traditional recruitment model, impact of changes in

technology on the recruitment model. Then we discuss the data-driven and knowledge-intensive

processes. Afterward, in chapter 3, we present the details of our framework to imitate the

knowledge of a recruiter, extract data from candidate artifacts such as a CV or Linkedin2 profile

and link them to position description. We also present a data visualization based dashboard to

present the linked data [18] to enable recruitment analysts to draw insights in a quick and easy

way. In chapter 4, we provide the implementation and discussion about the evaluation results.

Finally, in chapter 5, we conclude our remarks and elaborate future directions to build on our

work.

2https://www.linkedin.com/



2
Background and State-of-the-Art

Business world is getting increasingly dynamic. Information processing using knowledge-, service-,

and cloud-based systems makes the use of complex, dynamic and often knowledge-intensive

activities an inevitable task [3, 19]. Knowledge-intensive processes contain a set of coordinated

tasks and activities, controlled by knowledge workers to achieve a business objective or goal [9].

Recruitment process [11] - i.e., the process of attracting, shortlisting, selecting and appointing

suitable candidates for jobs within an organization - is an example of a knowledge-intensive process,

where recruiters (i.e., knowledge workers who have the experience, understanding, information,

and skills) control various tasks from advertising positions to analyzing the candidates’ Curriculum

Vitae. Attracting and recruiting right talent is a key differentiator in modern organizations.

Screening right candidates is not only time consuming, but it is also resource intensive, since

it demands knowledge intensity to make the correct selection decisions. Recruiters spend on

average 6.25 seconds on a CV before they make Yes/No decision [20]. This is a very short time

5



6 BACKGROUND AND STATE-OF-THE-ART

to make an informed decision on a candidate’s profile with the relevant business skill-set gap.

Moreover, there are only six elements which are mostly looked at by the recruiters. These includes

Name, current Title/organization, previous Title/organization, previous Position’s Start/End Dates,

current Position’s Start/End Dates and Education [20].

This chapter illustrates core concepts and the current state-of-the-art in Talent Acquisition,

Recruitment-Processes, Knowledge-Intensive Processes and Data-Driven Processes.

2.1 Talent Acquisition and Technology-Led Recruitment

Talent acquisition - i.e., identifying organizational talent requirement and then recruiting the best

candidates to fulfil the organizational talent requirements is considered a major organizational

leverage. Competing for high-quality resource talent is becoming a prevalent issue for almost all

the organizational leaders [21]. The recruitment process however is a very expensive process for

organizations being able to select the best fit and competent employees on the market is becoming

increasingly hard amongst the job market competition [22, 23]. Organizations have to go through

multiple screening phases to shortlist the right candidates.

There is significant financial and time cost associated to each of these phases [24]. Recruiting

for wrong fit can prove exceptionally costly not only due to monetary perspective but also it has

serious consequences on employee morale and productivity [1, 13, 24]. Advances in technology

within the businesses has also demanded more research being conducted within recruitment in

general and applicant and employee behavior in particular in recent times [22].

2.1.1 Human Resource Management(HRM) and Recruitment in HRM

Human Resource Management (HRM) is an integral function of any modern organization and plays

an important strategic role in an organizations future. HRM, as defined by Storey [25], looks at an

organizational process which acquires and maintains new capabilities and competencies through

workforce planning and by applying traditional management techniques. HRM has evolved over

time and has shifted from an old model of managing labour costs to a more strategic enabler [26].

Human resources are an ever changing part of an organization and hence requires a more strategic

lens and plays a more integral role [27, 28].
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Stoilkovska et.al [29] define recruitment as the process of finding the right candidates which

make up a candidate pool which fits an open job vacancy that a organization might have. Recruit-

ment becomes integral component to any HRM strategy since it helps build firstly a strong and

competent workforce [24] but also it initiates the other HRM policies and processes since these

are applied to the same workforce that is recruited [30].

Selecting the right employees is most commonly conducted by interviewing the candidates.

However, this is evolving in recent years where organizations are looking at other methods to help

improve the selection pool since interviews are costly and time consuming activity [31]. One of

the most important things during recruitment is to ensure equal opportunity is provided to all

candidates and that the selection pool is based on candidate skills [29].

2.1.2 Traditional Recruitment Model

Many researchers have approached the traditional recruitment process differently and while there

is no one determined model many of the theories have very similar constructs [32]. One such

recruitment process model, as proposed by Breaugh [1], consists of five different interconnected

steps as elaborated in Figure 2.1. Breaugh considers the first step begins with the organization

establishing recruitment objectives i.e., specification of jobs or positions required by the organiza-

tion and what skills, education, work experience traits are expected of the potential workforce.

While position or job descriptions can help identify and list the skills, background and experience

requirements, it is equally important to document any budget constraints for these pertinent jobs.

Once the organization’s requirements are built the next step is to come up with a strategy plan

which includes whether the sources are classified as external, walk-ins or internal [33]. During

this step organization plans on how to build an effective message that is used to attract potential

candidates and of how many positions should be filled and what characteristics, such as skills,

work experience and education that is required by the candidates [1].

According to Breaugh, third step focuses on which recruitment method is best for the pertinent

roles. This includes identifying which recruiters would be responsible, which platforms would be

used and time duration that the job roles would be open for candidates to apply. Once recruitment

methods are finalised, the next step looks at the interest of the applicants and determines how
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FIGURE 2.1: Model of Recruitment Process - Breaugh [1]

the applicants feels about the role as compared to any other job offers they might have and

how interesting is the role and applicants own expectations from the role. During this step the

applicants also reflects on their decision making process whether the role aligns to their objectives

and career ambitions. The final step is the recruitment results. This is the final results of the whole

recruitment process, which should be connected with the organizational recruitment objectives,

the recruitment methods that were employed during the process and which activities were used

and their effectiveness [1]. After these five steps, selected candidate is recruited for the vacant

position and they fill the organization’s skill gap.

Similarly to the suggested recruitment process model by Breaugh [1], are the ideas proposed

by Compton [2], who debates that for an effective recruitment plan, an organization needs to

link its human resource strategy to its strategic business plan in conjunction with its vision and

getting inputs from its key stakeholders [2]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the HR processes in line with

organization’s strategic business plan.
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FIGURE 2.2: Effective Recruitment and Selection Process [2]: an illustration on the HR processes in line
with organization’s strategic business plan.

2.1.3 Assessment Centers and Psychometric Testing

Some organizations run assessment centers to identify candidates who can better handle certain

situations such as pressure situations, team building, and conflict management. Assessment

centers are run by experts in organizational behaviour and try to focus only on the behaviours

organizations are mostly looking for [34]. Assessment centers are costly to run and require a major

investment in time from both the potential candidates and business as well. While assessment

centers identify people with respect to their behaviour under certain conditions, the real business

like situations are very hard to recreate hence assessment centers can’t guarantee people would

behave exactly as they did during the assessment center [35].

Psychometric and behaviour tests are not as costly to run as compared to an assessment center

however substantial time is invested from the candidates and the business to conduct these tests.

Within a psychometric and behaviour test a candidate has to answer questions based on a certain

scenario that is presented and they choose the most likely action they feel is best under that
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situation. Organizations use such psychometric tests to rule out any unwanted behaviours that

people exhibit under certain situations [36]. They also assess how people might perceive other

team members around them and would interact with them during regular business. More and

more businesses use predefined psychometric tests to gauge the behaviours [37, 38] they are

looking for in their employees to ensure a safe and sustainable business [39].

2.1.4 Job Interviews and Campus Recruitment

Job interviews are the most common assessment method used by businesses to assess the candidates

against the vacant positions. Job interviews are sometimes structured but most of the businesses rely

on unstructured format. An unstructured interview is where the hiring manager asks questions to

the candidate without a specific, pre-defined pattern. Job interviewers can ask question pertaining

the candidate’s background to a technical question based on a skill that is expected in the role [40].

In contrast, structured interviews expect interviewers to ask questions in a defined pattern and

same questions are repeated for each candidate to ascertain responses and rank candidates [40].

Many businesses run campus recruitment to attract talented and bright people who are finishing

university degrees. This involves presenting the business profile to the students and highlighting

the skills that the organization is looking for against the vacant roles. Students compare different

businesses and assess which companies best suite their career ambitions and show their inter-

est [41]. Campus recruitment is very popular in identifying junior roles within organizations and

then groom them to more senior roles. Many businesses also run their own management trainee

programs which induct people straight out of universities and then progress them within different

parts of the business to finally positioning the candidates in one business unit of their choice.

2.1.5 Influence of Job Boards and Online Recruitment

Technology has played an important role in the evolution of recruitment process. Online recruit-

ment or e-recruitment has been adopted by many organizations to help automate some of the

tasks within recruitment [11]. While there is no single framework, most of the organizations have

used these advances in technology towards automating HR evaluation processes and HR Reward

processes [42]. While these advances in technology can be used by any organization, most of
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the early adaptors are large businesses who have used automation in different areas within the

recruitment processes and HR processes in general [43].

While online recruitment techniques have been effectively employed by many businesses to

increase the pool of interested potential candidates against any open jobs. This also introduces some

major challenges in managing a large amount of applications for the relevant jobs. This becomes a

prevalent issue since now finding the right candidates out of large amounts of applications becomes

difficult. Managing a large number of applications becomes essentially more time consuming

hence there has been focus by many organizations on how to manage this effectively [44].

Dhamija [42] debates that e-recruitment is one of the most popular non-traditional recruitment

ways to attract potential job candidates. While many organizations have used online recruitment to

improve their recruitment process both in terms of quality of candidates and the time required for

applications against open job roles. However in certain circumstances groups of people might get

discriminated since they rely on non-internet based methods. Some of the contractual workers who

rely on word-of-mouth may be an example of this [42]. Many businesses these days utilize online

and electronic recruitment tools to advertise the open position roles to attract potential candidates

through different online job boards and social media Websites. Some business use recruitment

banks and apply bots, i.e., an autonomous program on a network which can interact with systems

or users and runs automated tasks [45], to scan through online candidate applications [46].

2.1.6 Influence of Social Media Recruitment

Social media has revolutionized the way people interact with each other individually or in groups.

It has impacted the way people perceive businesses as well and where they see themselves working.

Many organizations are now developing their brand pages within the social media space (e.g.,

LinkedIn1 and Facebook2). organizations see this as a huge opportunity to showcase their vision to

the large groups of people and engage with them on the work they are conducting [4]. Similarly

potential candidates see this an opportunity to keep a track of the work organizations are doing

and get involved where they feel they can contribute [47].

More and more businesses these days use social media to not only post news about their work

1https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
2https://www.facebook.com/
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but also as a tool to post jobs and attract talented people for various positions within the business.

Some of the social media platforms like LinkedIn have created paid subscriptions for organizations

where organization’s recruitment teams can assess and evaluate the market for potential skill and

identify most matched potential candidates. They can also reach out to the potential candidates

thus identified, to share the job opportunity and see if the relevant person is looking for an

opportunity to move. Recruitment through social media has not only increased the reach for the

organizations but also has helped in improving the overall time to fill the vacant positions. While

some of the traditional methods like internal employee referral might be quicker way to fill a

position, social media has certainly improved the overall time to engage right candidates.

2.1.7 Influence of Diversity and Inclusion

As more human communities embrace diversity in people backgrounds, governments and business

are finding ways on creating diverse and inclusive culture at workplaces. People expect businesses

to create workplaces which appreciate talent and skill and do not discriminate against any person’s

beliefs or background [48]. This becomes very important for businesses when it comes to recruit-

ment processes that they do not marginalise people based on their opinions, beliefs or backgrounds

etc. Organizations need to ensure they are following ethical practices and their employees are

creating diverse and inclusive culture. In some cases there are government regulations which

ensure businesses to follow ethical standards during recruitment process. Hence businesses are

now liable to make diversity and inclusion part of their recruitment process and that no personal

biases are introduced unknowingly [49].

2.2 Recruitment Business Processes

2.2.1 Business Processes

Business processes are central to any organization’s operations. The tasks and coordinated

activities that are performed essentially dictate whether an organization reaches its objectives

effectively [3, 19]. Recruitment process, i.e., competing for high-quality resource talent is becoming

a prevalent issue for almost all organizations. Technology, social behaviour changes and changes
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in the way organizations see human resources have all contributed to changes in recruitment

process. Recruitment processes adapt and change based on the changing business requirements

and organization’s demand for growing skills to stay relevant in the market. Standard process

workflows fall short in providing the flexibility for such data-driven recruitment processes where

screening right candidates is not only time consuming, but it is also resource intensive.

Recent state-of-the-art within Business-Process-Management has been considered as: tech-

nologies and tools, applications and practices used to enable process analytics from querying to

analyzing process-data [4, 7, 8, 50]; a wide range of process-mining methods have been con-

tributed ranging from unstructured, semi-structured to fully structured processes [3, 51]; the novel

concepts of rule based [52–54] Business Process Management, object based [54] BPM, case-based

BPM processes [4]; and the up-coming trend focused around Business-Process-Management are:

within crowdsourcing [55, 56], cloud based process-management [57], social Business-Process-

Management [58], Business process enrichment [59] and process data analytics [3].

2.2.2 Recruitment Process

Competing for high-quality resource talent is becoming a prevalent issue for almost all the organi-

zational leaders [21]. At the same time the recruitment process is a very expensive process for

organizations. Recruiting for wrong fit can prove exceptionally costly not only due to monetary

perspective but also it has serious consequences on employee morale and productivity [1, 13].

Screening right candidates is a resource intensive and time consuming process. Recruiters

are expected to show high knowledge intensity to make correct selection decisions on potential

candidates [20]. Recruiters are also challenged with very limited amount of time that they can

spend on a single CV in order to go through large amounts of applications against the roles [20].

Specifically, this may generate a significant challenge whether all the relevant information

is properly presented in the CV for the recruiter to make the right decision in limited time they

can spend on the candidate’s CV. If the candidates have positioned their relevant information in

different segments within the CV, chances are that the recruiters might miss this. Some of the

recruitment techniques (e.g., psychometric tests etc) can potentially help organizations fine tune

matching right candidates with the job [60]. However these techniques can be used or abused
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by organizations in equal measure [61] as well; moreover these are costly and often misused by

untrained personnel through the availability of internet-based testing.

2.2.3 Data-Driven Recruitment Processes

In the past few years there has been a significant focus on organizations to understand the

data behind their organizational business processes. It is evident with a marked uptake in the

development of tools that enable analysis of the process executions, system dependencies and

interactions through data mining, data warehousing techniques [62]. There are many facets on

the data that is analyzed on the business processes. One such approach is to focus on warehousing

business process data and use it more like business reports [63]. Similarly data services and data

spaces are created to make use of process data for active business decisions [64]. Another key

area of focus for recent researchers has been applying analytical approaches over related process

data [8, 53] where business decisions are improved by applying big data techniques on the process

data. Some researchers found that by applying data analytics techniques over process mining [62]

and process spaces [65] could help understand and complement process data with the rest of the

organizational data points.

2.2.4 Data Curation

Recognizing business needs and deciding answers for business problems requires the examina-

tion of business process information, scattered over different frameworks [3]. In this context,

preparing the raw business data for analytics requires significant investigation over enormous

crossover assortments of heterogeneous and mostly unstructured process related execution data.

Data curation, i.e., the way toward transforming raw information into contextualized data and

knowledge [16, 17, 66], has been introduced fill the gap between persisting the raw data and

analytics tasks.

Data Lakes [67] have been designed to encourage the business to leverage big-data with: wide

physical circulation, variety of formats, non-standard data-models, self-managed and heteroge-

neous semantics. The idea of Knowledge Lake [68] acquainted with encourage to the disclosure

and correspondence of significant patterns in data. Specifically, a Knowledge Lake can be viewed as
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a concentrated store containing for all intents and purposes unlimited measures of data and contex-

tualized data that is promptly made accessible to anyone approved to perform analytical exercises.

The term Knowledge here alludes to a set of facts, data, and knowledge drawn from the raw social

information utilizing information curation procedures used to move an Information-Item into a

Featurized-, Semantic-and Contextualized-Items [17, 69].

Feature engineering is a core concept in building contextualized data elements. There are

different types of features which are of interest while dealing with information items. Lexical-

based type of features are made up of keywords, phrase, topic, slangs, informal language and

abbreviations. Natural-language-based type of features are based on part-of-speech, named entity

(e.g., person, organization, product etc). While location-based features are based on the mentions

of the location of an item such as country, city and postcode. [17, 69].

In this thesis, we extend knowledge lakes with services to extract the raw data from business

artifacts such as CVs, job advertisements, candidates profiles, Universities and Organization’s

Job descriptions, and job search engine websites such as indeed.com and theladders.net. These

services will persist the data in the knowledge lake. We also enhance the knowledge lake by

imitating the knowledge of recruiters and inspired by Google Knowledge Graph3, we focused on

constructing a recruitment domain Knowledge Base (rKB).

2.2.5 Knowledge-Intensive Processes

Processes which require an intervention within their life-cycle are defined as scenario based

processes, where a knowledge worker essentially intervenes during the process and make decisions

based on their professional knowledge skills. In this context, HR-recruitment process is considered

a type of knowledge-intensive process and Human Resource recruiters are considered as knowledge

workers. HR-recruitment process is heavily reliant on the recruiter’s professional knowledge and

hence cannot be automated through traditional sense of systems workflow [4].

One needs to collect and present a wide-range of process objects and the knowledge worker’s

activities around these process objects, elaborating the artifact-centric nature of knowledge inten-

sive processes. Different ways [70–73] have been used previously to incorporate business objects

3https://developers.google.com/knowledge-graph/
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that used both data as well as process objects. Similarly a portion of these works utilized a variation

of limited state machines to determine lifecycles [70] and some academic works investigated

explanatory ways to deal with determining the object lifecycles following an occasion oriented

style [71] while another work focused on querying object driven processes [74].

Comparable and related work is object-driven processes [71] where the process model is

characterized as the document lifecycle. Some of existing methodologies [75] for demonstrating

impromptu processes concentrated on supporting specially appointed work processes through

user input. Some different methodologies [75, 76] concentrated on smart user help to manage

end users during impromptu procedure execution by giving recommendations on conceivable

subsequent steps. While other works [77], concentrated on demonstrating and querying methods

for knowledge intensive activities and focused about entities (e.g., players, objects and activities)

as top notch residents and spotlights on the development of business artifacts over time.

2.2.6 AI and Technology in Recruitment

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has disrupted many different industries and has enabled organizations

create business leverage by applying cutting edge automation and optimization techniques. AI

has been seen to have a major impact on the HR processes and has helped improve many time

consuming tasks. Upadhyay and Khandelwal [78] highlight this massive trend that most of the

recruiters are looking at ways AI can help in improve the overall quality and effectiveness of

the recruitment process. One of the most tedious task within the recruitment process is to scan

and extracting relevant information from candidate’s CV automatically [79]. AI can help with

aggregation of different candidate evaluations and relevant information.

HR department keeps multiple candidate evaluations like written tests and interview evalua-

tions, these can be aggregated together and presented back in a unified way. Similarly another

area where AI can help is ranking [80] candidates based on some score that the recruiters can

apply based on their manual scanning of the candidate’s CV and help in maintaining a good talent

pool. AI can help build effective ranking algorithms that can help maintain a priority list of talent

pool [81].

AI driven chat-bots work as recruitment assistants that utilize personal and updated contact
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information to communicate with candidate through preliminary and standard notifications. These

automated notifications can include automated messages once an application has made some

progress within the process or answering candidate basic questions pertaining office location and

time of interview. Chat-bots can communicate via emails, text messages or dialogue box and share

relevant information with candidates and help automate many of the recruitment basic tasks [78].

Job matchmaking techniques packaged as computer software and backed by computer algorithms

can also be utilized to help sort candidate CVs and using learning based techniques [82].

Applying AI in recruitment can be very beneficial for organizations. One of the main applications

of AI can be found in matching the behaviours of best talented people in their organizations and

try to find similar traits in the job applicants. IBM Watson is an AI application developed by

IBM and is used in many different avenues. IBM Watson Recruitment helps businesses recruit

the right candidates for open jobs by aggregating information from different sources and then

ranking them based on their overall score [83]. IBM studies that 66 percent of CEOs consider

cognitive computing can help drive significant HR value [84]. IBM Watson Recruitment helps

the recruitment process effective by Understanding what makes the pertinent role successful and

secondly Reasoning which candidates are would be best fit for the role by providing holistic and

unbiased screening [84].

Similarly HireVue [85] is another AI application that help businesses improve their recruitment

process. HireVue using computer vision algorithms can assess interviews of the potential candidates

and compares them to the best organization’s talent and makes recommendations [85]. HireVue

was able to leverage recruitment and scenario based games and video interviews to improve

recruitment process from 42 days down to only 5 day [86].

Faliagka et al.2012 debate that by leveraging AI based tools organizations can improve their

recruitment process by acquiring knowledge from candidate’s CV, their blog posts or social media

posts. These tools can aggregate multiple data points and generate candidate’s personality traits,

emotions and moods [81].

Researcher studied that AI has impacted recruitment processes effectively in many organizations

and helped create business leverage. Upadhyay and Khandelwal [78] debate that AI can help

extract personality traits and applicant’s attitude from social media sites which was traditionally

only possible through interviews [78]. Traditional formal style interviews are costly for the business
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and previously they were the only way to understand the candidate’s personality traits and their

attitude [81]. AI is able to help in this area and by extracting information through social media,

it is able to create a good estimation of candidate’s personality traits and in way less time as

compared to the traditional interviews.

Another area that Upadhayay and Khandelwal [78] highlighted is the bias that is sometimes

introduced unconsciously through the traditional manual process can be reduced through AI. AI

acts unbiased based on the trained algorithm rules to screen the best candidates accordingly [78].

This way no bias is introduced due to candidate’s background, personal or religious beliefs but

focuses on their skills and experience bases on the job description. Objective of recruitment

systems is to save organizational cost through modernizing the processes. Organization’s time to

fill job roles improve by effectively automating pre-screening of CVs and then sorting and ranking

candidates based on their skill match [87]. Modern organizations are forced to look at ways to

improve and automate the traditional recruitment process for them to deal with changing ways of

work life. As technology and social media impacts common human interactions, businesses who

want to operate successfully must adopt new technology trends [88].

Many studies indicate towards the importance of technology adoption and big data being

applied to recruitment process [89]. However for a thorough and impactful transformation,

technology adaption must move beyond just basic recruitment analytics and become a continual

part of HR decision making based on AI [90]. While automation through AI has eased a lot of

manual tasks in recruitment, it has also introduced a few challenges as well. The algorithms

that are used to sort candidates CV and rank them are now required to go through testing and

evaluation so that they do not introduce any unfavourable bias towards certain group of people.

Similarly understanding the ethical use of personal information about candidates is now becoming

very sensitive issue. It impacts both the HR professionals and the candidates themselves [91].
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Towards Automating Recruitment Process

Knowledge acquisition has become cornerstone in many organizations to enable effective au-

tomation. Acquiring the knowledge accurately from a knowledge worker becomes cumbersome

especially when the knowledge is often ’made-up’ by the expert as the occasion demands [92].

Moreover, while explaining a rule an expert might simplify the rule if they are explaining it to

somebody they feel already has some subject background [92]. Processing the information from

knowledge and cloud-bases systems is fast becoming the foundations of human life. Recently,

there has been significant focus on understanding process based data captured through various

data systems that support processes [4, 7]. An accurate information capture system thus becomes

a backbone structure to any information process.

Business-processes (BPs) - i.e., set of coordinated tasks and activities, carried out manually or

automatically, to achieve business goal or objective - are core to enterprise operations [3, 7]. Over

the last decade, many BPs across and beyond the enterprise boundaries have been implemented.

19
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Various technologies such as social media and Web 2.0 have made dynamic processes more

prevalent. This enables the process workers in the front line to be more proactive and use their

knowledge and best practices in the decision making process and to choose the best next steps.

Such knowledge-intensive processes, controlled by knowledge workers who have the expe-

rience, understanding, information, and skills are utilised to achieve business objective or goal.

Recruitment process - i.e., the process of attracting, shortlisting, selecting and appointing suitable

candidates for jobs within an organization - is an example of a knowledge-intensive process.

Attracting and recruiting right talent is a key differentiator in modern organizations. Recruitment

process involves many data-driven, collaborative and knowledge intensive steps to ensure the

right fit for an organizational talent requirement.

The recruitment process as highlighted in Figure 2.2 starts with the requisition step based on

the organizational need for a specific skill against the strategic business plan and runs linear till

the selection process. Talent pool that is established as an outcome of this process is generally

compared relative to each other rather than the position description. Current literature within the

recruitment processes do not provide enough data driven rule based techniques to process related

data from expert knowledge to improve recruitment decisions in a knowledge intensive process.

There are generally two main contributing factors:

• Firstly, it is time consuming and difficult to compare each of the candidates with the position

description; and

• Secondly, since there is inherit requirement of building a rank order of candidates, so it

sometimes takes precedence in developing the candidates ranking with respect to each other

rather than relative to the position description.

To overcome the above two challenges, in this thesis, we propose an analytical approach to

the recruitment process. We propose that within the process there needs to be a feedback from

the pool of talent stage to the position description where we can compare a candidates’ CV to the

position description that has been established based on the organizational skills requirements. This

new process is shown in Figure 3.1. Secondly we propose techniques within knowledge graphs,

linking two graph nodes to automate the manual process of matching each of the candidates’
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FIGURE 3.1: Updated effective recruitment and selection process [2].

CV to the position description and give a comparison score. We call this comparison score as

‘Position Description Match Score (PDMS)’. We also present a framework to imitate the knowledge

of recruiters into a recruitment domain Knowledge Base (rKB), i.e., a knowledge base that consists

of a set of concepts organized into the recruitment taxonomy (e.g., universities, organizations,

jobs and best practices), instances for each concept and relationships among them. Finally we

present a data visualization based dashboard to present the summarized candidate data for the

recruitment analysts and present results in a user-friendly way to draw insights.

Our motivating scenario revolves around in recruitment, where a knowledge worker (e.g.,

a recruiter) in a knowledge-intensive process (e.g., recruitment), shall be processing the Data

Scientist candidate information from the candidates CV and augment that information with

linked entities (e.g., university ranking, specific industry experience, location etc.). Compare

the candidate’s enriched profile with the job description data (e.g., job purpose, required skills,

required experience, required education level etc.) and then rank all candidates from highest

match to the lowest match between candidates enriched profile and job description.
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The main contributions, presented in this chapter, include:

• We put the first step towards automating the recruitment process and presents a framework

(namely iRecruit) to imitate the knowledge of recruiters into a recruitment domain Knowledge

Base (rKB), i.e., a knowledge base that consists of a set of concepts organized into the

recruitment taxonomy (e.g., universities, organizations, jobs and best practices), instances

for each concept and relationships among them.

• We present a set of domain specific algorithms to extract data and knowledge from business

artifacts and link them to the facts in the domain knowledge.

• A ‘Position Description Match Score (PDMS)’ which is a scalable and extensible scoring func-

tion to automate the manual process of matching candidates’ CV to the position description

and give a comparison score.

• A data-visualization based dashboard to enable analysts interact with enriched candidate’s

CV, filter relevant candidates data along with Position Description Match Score and generate

quick insights in a less cumbersome way.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we provide a motivating

scenario. We present the recruitment analytical pipeline in Section 3.1.1. We present the evaluation

and implementation in Chapter 4.

3.1 Motivating Scenario: Recruiting Data Scientists

As the motivating scenario, we focus on the recruitment process for the data scientist role. Data

science is a multi-disciplinary subject that integrates scientific methods, procedures, algorithms and

data-systems to generate knowledge and insights from structured, semi-structured and unstructured

data. Data science is related to computer programming, statistics and data-mining. A data scientist

is someone who utilizes tools and techniques to extract insights and interpret data. These methods

require knowledge of methods from machine-learning, and business knowledge. Responsibilities

include: identification, integration, curation, analyzing and visualizing the (big) data. For this

role, there is an estimated growth of 39% [20] by 2020. Data science skill shortage is projected to
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increase, in US alone there is a shortage of 100,000 new data science roles forecasted for the next

2 years [93].

In Australia, there are more than 500 jobs advertised on LinkedIn which is 15% higher than

compared with 2018 [94]. Skill matching is difficult for a data science role as well and on average

data science roles remain open 5 days longer than other roles. From the business perspective a

good match between the candidates skills with the highlighted business deficiency ensures that

business can achieve their strategic ambitions. A bad match can not only cost a business millions

but also puts their business relevance at risk as well [95].

3.1.1 Imitating the Knowledge of Recruiters

We put the first step towards automating the recruitment process and presents a framework

(namely iRecruit) to imitate the knowledge of recruiters into a recruitment domain Knowledge

Base (rKB), i.e., a knowledge base that consists of a set of concepts organized into the recruitment

taxonomy (e.g., universities, organizations, jobs and best practices), instances for each concept

and relationships among them. We explain the techniques to construct the rKB domain knowledge.

The rKB knowledge base includes the important entities such as organizations and their relevant

information, universities and their profile including location and relevant information, countries

and cities and relevant skills entities. To build this knowledge-base, we first identified the list of

recruitment related categories and their related types/sub-types provided by recruitment guides 1.

Then we have focused on the recruitment for the computer science category and more specifically

the data scientist role; and identified popular concepts and instances related to this category on

the Web.

For example, we have identified: concepts such as Programming Languages, Educations,

Organizations and Technical Skills. Moreover, we have identified the best practices that recruiters

follow and identified concepts such as Seniority Levels, Team Leadership, Statistical modeling

(that data scientists are expert in), as well as reporting skills. Figure 3.2 shows a small snippet of

the formulated rKB, which illustrates the above notions.

1https://builtvisible.com/recruitment-seo-guide/
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FIGURE 3.2: A sample fragment of the rKB..

3.1.2 Recruitment Knowledge Graph

Let R= (V, E) be a Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph where V is a set of nodes and

E ⊆ (V × V ) is a set of ordered pairs called edges [96]. Let G = (V, E) be an Entity-Relationship

(ER) attributed graph where V is a set of nodes and E ⊆ (V × V ) is a set of ordered pairs called

edges. An ER graph G = (VG, EG) with n number of entities is illustrated as G ⊆ R, VG = V and

EG ⊆ E such that G is a non-symmetric directed graph with no directed cycles. A resource in an ER

graph is defined recursively where: (i) ∈ is a resource; (ii) The sets VG and EG are resources; and

(iii) The set of Entity-Relationship graphs are closed under intersection, union and set difference:

let G1 and G2 be two ER graphs, then G1 ∪ G2 , G1 ∩ G2 and G1 − G2 are resources.

(Entity) An entity E is defined having a unique identity and as a data object. Entities exist

separately and are described by a set of attributes. Entities can be simple such as position description

keywords, skills and topics (e.g., coding skills, behavioural skills, data science topics). Entities can

be composed of atomic-information item such as named entity (country, university, industry type,

organization)extracted from structured data source such as position description, candidate’s CV or
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semi-structured data source such as Wikidata, but might not conform to an entity type. Entities can

also be such as position rules, rules based on temporal conditions (e.g., last years’ university ranking,

countries within a geographic distance, industries with highest skill) which are complex Data Sources.

One way would be to define “temporal entities” could be university ranking within a certain time

period or industry vertical championing a skill-set within a certain time period.

(Relationship) A relationship is defined as a direct or indirect link between two or more enti-

ties. These entities are related with a predicate set of traits of entities that uniquely recognizes the

relationship. Relationships can be: Time-based, Rule-based and Activity-based [4, 97] We model the

contextualized data and knowledge as a graph [96, 97] of typed nodes (e.g. raw information and

generated features) and edges (relationships) such as:

• ke yword
(extractedFrom)
−−−−−−−−→ CV : express that a keyword (e.g., skills, tools, country) is extracted

from candidate CV

• ke yword
(similar-keywords)
−−−−−−−−−→ ke yword− set: express that a keyword is similar to other keywords

(e.g., universities offering data science degrees, universities within the same location) within

the keyword-set

• Topic
(extractedFrom)
−−−−−−−−→ CV : express that a topic (e.g., data science conferences, machine-learning

algorithms) is extracted from candidate CV

• Topic
(related-topics)
−−−−−−−→ topic − set: express that a topic is related to other topics(e.g., similar

machine-learning algorithms, similar data-visualization tools) within the topic-set

• Universi t y
(extractedFrom)
−−−−−−−−→ CV : express that a university name is extracted from the candidate

CV

• Universi t y
(rank[timestamp])
−−−−−−−−−→ Universi t y − pro f ilerank− per − sub jec t: express a rank of a

university as compared to similar universities at a certain time

• Company
(extractedFrom)
−−−−−−−−→ CV : express a company(e.g., Google, Amazon) is extracted from

candidate CV

• Company
(industry)
−−−−−→ Company − Indust r y − Location: express that a company belongs to

a certain industry vertical (e.g., Microsoft within ICT Industry)
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FIGURE 3.3: Linking entity nodes between candidate CV/resume with position description.

• Or ganization
(worked-in)
−−−−−→ Posi t ion− Descript ion: express an organization rule (e.g., candi-

dates who are currently or previously worked with Google) from the position description

• Universi t y
(graduated-from)
−−−−−−−−→ Posi t ion− Descript ion:express a university rule is (e.g., candi-

dates who graduated from Macquarie University) from the position description

We then utilise curation services [16, 98] to automatically: (a) Extract features such as keyword,

part-of-speech, and named entities such as Persons, Locations, Organizations, Software Tools and

more; (b) Enrich the extracted features by providing synonyms and stems leveraging lexical

knowledge bases for the English language such as WordNet; (c) Link the extracted enriched

features to external knowledge bases (such as Google Knowledge Graph2 and Wikidata3) as well

2https://developers.google.com/knowledge-graph/
3https://www.wikidata.org/
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as the contextualized data islands; and (d) Annotate the items in a data island by information

about the similarity among the extracted information items, classifying and categorizing items

into various types, forms or any other distinct class.

To enable querying this large graph, we leverage already available work [99], a SPARQL [100]

query engine for analyzing large graphs, to organize the data and extracted-enriched-linked

features. Technical details of these services and how we organize and query the data in the

Knowledge Lake, can be found in [68]4.

3.1.3 Extracting Data and Knowledge from Business Artifacts

We leverage already available resources [14, 16, 68] to extract data and knowledge from the

business artifacts, including CVs in PDF, Candidates Website, and job advertisements. Figure 3.4

illustrates the features that our approach aims to extract from one side on the position descrip-

tion/business requirement and other side on the knowledgebase of the candidate’s CV.

We also make use of available work in data curation and enrichment [17], where authors

have presented the notions of information-item (raw business artifact, e.g., a candidate CV or jub

description), featurized-item (enabling automatic extraction of various features from Schema-based

to Natural-Language-based and Metadata-based features), semantic-item (automatically enriched

extracted features) and contextualized-item (automatically linking extracted data to the Domain

Knowledge). Figure 3.5 illustrates how we generate featurized, semantic and contextualized items

from raw business artifacts in the recruitment processes based on this technique.

Algorithm 1 illustrates how we transform business artifacts (such as candidate CV and Job De-

scription) into contextualized and curated items. We leverage existing extraction algorithms [101]

for PDF5 Documents, to extract information from major sections such as career summary/ambition,

Professional Experience, Education and Skills in candidates’ CV.

The features extracted from these CV sections can then be further grouped based on feature

4https://github.com/unsw-cse-soc/CoreKG
5The Portable Document Format (PDF) is a file format developed by Adobe in the 1990s to present documents,

including text formatting and images, in a manner independent of application software, hardware, and operating

systems. A curriculum vitae (CV) provides a summary of candidates experience and skills and mainly prepared in PDF

format.
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Data: Business Artifact [CV, Job Advertisement]

Result: Contextualized Business Artifact

Step1: Retrieve Business Artifact Schema and Pre-Process;

Step2: Build Set-of-Features: for Every Business Artifact do
Generate Features(based on schema, based on lexical and Natural-Language, based on

Time and Location);

end

Step3: Build Enrichment-Set: for Every Item in Set-of-Features do
Append Item with features based on schema, based on lexical and Natural-Language,

based on Time and Location
end

Step4: Build Linking-Set: for Every Item in Enrichment-Set do

for Every Entity in rKB. do

Generate Similarity;

Append the Item and Entity;

Update Training-Data;

end

end

Step5: Build Short-Listed-Candidates;
Algorithm 1: Recruitment data-curation algorithm.

type such as Lexical/Natural Language based, Temporal and Geo. This enables us to enrich the

extracted information from the CV with external data sources (such as WikiData) and similar

services such as: University Rankings6 7, company reviews8 9, educational certifications 10 11 12.

The set of features that are extracted from the CV sections include:

• Lexical-based features: This type is related to the vocabulary of a language such as topic,

6https://www.timeshighereducation.com
7https://www.topuniversities.com/qs-world-university-rankings
8https://www.glassdoor.com.au/Reviews/index.htm
9https://greatplacetowork.com.au/

10https://www.acs.org.au
11https://www.webopedia.com/quick_ref/computer-certifications.html
12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic/_certificate
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keyword, phrase, abbreviation, special characters, slangs, informal language.

• Natural-Language-based features: This category of features relates to entities that can be

extracted by the analysis and synthesis of natural language (NL) and parts of speech, named

entities like organization type, industry vertical, job role, job tasks etc.

• Temporal-based features: This feature category is related to time space. Estimating total

professional experience from the CV, number of years at a specific organization, duration of

the educational degree etc.

• Location-based features: This category is related to the mentions of locations in the CV

of the candidate. (e.g., in Universities the text may contain ’Sydney’; a city in Australia, or

worked at an organization based in Melbourne, a city in Australia).

Next, we define a set of enrichment functions to enrich the extracted items. For instance, if

education section contains Bachelor Of Computer Science, the enrichment function ‘Synonym’ can

be used to enrich this keyword with its synonyms such as Bachelor of Science from knowledge

sources such as Wikidata13. The result (e.g., set of synonyms) will be stored in the Enrichment Set.

The proposed enrichment functions are built against the Lexical-based features, using knowledge

sources such as WordNet14 and dictionaries to enrich with their Synonyms, Stems, Hypernyms

Hyponyms and more. Figure 3.3 illustrates the result of applying Algorithm 1 on a CV to Link

entity nodes between candidate CV and position description.

Next step is to compute the similarity among the items extracted from the business artifatcs and

the entities in the domain knowledge base. In this phase we define the position description match

score (PDMS), which is the scoring function applied on the extracted entities from the candidates

CV and their likelihood match with the relevant position description sections. PDMS is a crucial

component firstly, since this is used to determine the match between candidate CV and position

description sections and secondly it ranks the candidates based on their scores in a descending

order.

13https://www.wikidata.org/
14https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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FIGURE 3.4: Contextualizing the candidate CV.

(Scoring Function) A Scoring Function S assigns a score to value V for an entity E ex-

tracted from the sub-section D of candidate’s CV. This scoring function S can be then represented

as: (S, E, V, D) =
∑

d∈D γd,e.con fx(e, a, d), where γd,e represents the importance of d for E, and

con fx(e, a, d) represents the confidence of (e, a) as extracted from the document d by extraction

system X .
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FIGURE 3.5: Constructing a contextualized-item from a raw business process.

3.1.4 Data Visualization Based Summary

In this phase we propose a data visualization based data summary approach. We leverage Microsoft

Power BI [102] to present our data summaries and built a dashboard. Once the data has been

extracted from the candidates CV and enriched with pertinent context. We then score this contex-

tualised data with position description based on PDMS. Candidates are ranked based on the PDMS

and then presented in the dashboard. Figure 3.6 illustrates the Candidate Ranking Dashboard

developed in Power BI. The dashboard shows total number of candidates being evaluated and their

extracted data from different sections of their CV. The users also have the ability to filter candidates

based on certain criteria applied on the enriched entities. For example, a user might want to filter

candidates specialising in a certain machine learning platform. Figure 3.6(A) shows how such a

filter is applied and relevant candidates are filtered and presented in the dashboard. Similarly users

also have the ability to filter candidates based on a certain type of experience. Figure 3.6(B) high-

lights how a user can filter candidates based on machine learning skills. Figure 3.6(C) highlights

how a user can filter candidates based on experience type.
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FIGURE 3.6: Screenshots of the Candidate Ranking Dashboard (A), filter on right data science candidates
based on their machine learning skills (B) and experience type (C).



4
Experiment and Evaluation

While Recruiting talented people is paramount to organizational sustainability and success, re-

cruiting wrong people is a prevailing issue not only in terms of financial cost but also from a

organizational culture perspective as well. In Chapter3 we proposed a framework to imitate the

knowledge of the recruiters into a recruitment domain Knowledge Base (rKB) which consists

of a set of concepts organized into recruitment taxonomy. We also explained the techniques to

construct the domain Knowledge Base (rKB). We focused on a motivating scenario of Recruitment

of Data Scientist positions and linking the position description data to the candidate CV data

and ranking the potential candidates. In this chapter we present the experiment and evaluation

dimension for our approach.

33
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4.1 Implementation and Evaluation

We develop services to extract the raw data from business artifacts such as CVs, job advertisements,

candidates profiles, Universities and Companies Job descriptions, and job search engine websites

such as indeed.com and theladders.net. These services will persist the data in the knowledge

lake [68]. To imitate the knowledge of recruiters and inspired by Google Knowledge Graph1, we

focused on constructing a recruitment domain Knowledge Base (rKB). There are many systems

that can be used at this level including curation APIs [16], Google Cloud Platform2, and Microsoft

Computer Vision API3 to extract information items from artifacts (such as CVs, personal home

pages and company Websites).

We have identified many useful machine learning algorithms and leverage these algorithms as

service to enable us to summarize the constructed recruitment knowledge base [10, 12]. Machine

Learning (ML) combines techniques from statistics and artificial intelligence to create algorithms

that can learn from empirical data and generalize to solve problems in various domains. One of

the main challenges in Machine Learning is to enable users to subscribe and use ML application

software in the cloud. This task is challenging as building ML services or AI-based application is

different from building traditional SaaS services.

For example, for training models, each training problem is different and analysts need a toolbox

to explore different algorithms and pick the best ones that apply to building a particular model. In

this context, it is important to make these models available as a service so that others can easily

replicate the training as well as the test environments. This will enable knowledge workers of

all skill levels (e.g., an end-user with limited computer science background to data scientists) to

access and reuse ML services in their processes. The evaluation of accuracy and performance of

the Knowledge Lake and knowledge extraction services demonstrated in [16, 68].

Extracting data and knowledge and linking them to the domain-knowledge. We have leveraged

the in-house developed extraction APIs [66] to extract various information from the business

artifacts, including CVs and Job advertisements. To extract information from CV’s in PDF format, it

1https://developers.google.com/knowledge-graph/
2http://cloud.google.com/
3http://azure.microsoft.com/
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is possible to use PDF extraction and convertor API’s available in ProgrammableWeb4 Website [14].

There are various open and external knowledge sources such as indeed 5, seek 6, glassdoor 7,

collegegrad 8, and government open data 9. In the next section, we evaluate the usability of the

approach regarding the intended application audience, i.e., the recruiters and expert users.

4.1.1 Evaluation Hypothesis

In order to evaluate our approach and framework we conducted a user study. We focus on

validating the following hypothesis with the help of this study:

1. (H1): The iRecruit framework is reliable in linking CV and position description with less

training effort.

2. (H2): The summaries offered by iRecruit are comprehensible with little recruitment domain

knowledge.

4.1.2 Experiment

We conducted a controlled environment experiment to study our framework. Participants were

recruited with mainly two backgrounds: People with and without background in recruitment

processes or people management.

The participants were first instructed on our motivating scenario and then given an overview

on the usage of our framework through a presentation which followed the below sequence:

• (Part 1) Imitating Recruiter’s Knowledge and Extracting Information: first, we highlighted why

building a recruitment Knowledge Base (rKB) based on a recruiter’s knowledge, was crucial to

link the relevant information between candidate’s CV and position description. For example,

a recruiter might look at candidate’s education profile and evaluate the University and its

4https://www.programmableweb.com/search/pdf
5www.indeed.com/
6www.seek.com.au/
7www.glassdoor.com/
8www.collegegrad.com/
9https://data.gov.au/search?q=job
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rank. Afterwards we demonstrated how data would be extracted through our framework by

using the rKB.

• (Part 2) Data Curation: by using enrichment functions on the extracted entities we highlighted

the relevant context around the individual information items so that they can used more

meaningfully.

• (Part 3) Linking Data and Ranking Candidates: we presented the extracted-enriched-linked

data from candidate’s CV with position description and presented the data in a data visual-

ization based dashboard for easy insight generation. We also ranked candidates based on

their Position Description Match Score (PDMS).

4.1.3 Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to be able to validate the evaluation hypothesis that were defined

for the user study. The questionnaire comprised of 7 questions with all having multiple choice

rating scale answers to choose from. Participants were instructed to choose only one option which

they thought was most suitable in their opinion. Most questions expected a user to select a rating

scale on a 5 point scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. There were three questions each

in the questionnaire that pertain to H1 and H2 validation while one question asked the participants

about their background experience in recruitment or people management.

4.1.4 Evaluation of Hypothesis

To properly evaluating the Hypothesis, it would be important to find, attract, screen, and shortlist

suitable candidates. Traditional ways used by recruiters include creating a shortlist scorecard to list

out each criteria with the goal to assign a rating for the candidate features. An interesting future

work in this category, would be to understand how a software can use AI to shortlist candidates.

For example, techniques such as Reinforcement Learning can be used to monitor existing resume

database to learn which candidates moved on to be successful and unsuccessful in the same role.

This will enable the learning algorithm to learn from candidates’ experience, education, and other
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FIGURE 4.1: Evaluation of Hypothesis with 8 participants: (H1): The iRecruit framework is reliable in
linking CV and position description with less training effort;

qualifications over time. In our evaluation, we relaid on the knowledge and expertise of the

recruiters to help us analyzed the extracted information and use them on the suitability of CVs to

the related positions. The study was conducted on 8 participants residing in Sydney, Australia.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shows the results of evaluation of both the hypothesis.

Findings on H1

The experiment results indicate that overall all the participants except one found that the framework

was able to link the CV and position description with less training effort. We also observed from

Fig 4.1 that all the participants that had some people management or recruitment experience

found that the approach was able to link the candidate CV and position description reliably. Except

one participant all the participants either agreed or strongly agreed that the framework was able

to rank candidates based on the positions description match score (PDMS) effectively and better

as compared to the traditional methods of comparing candidate’s CV. Moreover, majority of the

participants found that the framework was effectively able to link the skills and experience section

from candidate’s CV with the position description requirements.
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FIGURE 4.2: Evaluation of Hypothesis with 8 participants: (H2): The summaries offered by iRecruit are
comprehensible with little domain knowledge;

Findings on H2

All the participants considered the data visualization based candidate summaries were very helpful

and easy to comprehend. They also agreed that there is little recruitment domain knowledge

required to comprehend the results. As observed from Fig 4.2, majority of the participants also

found that the visual representation of the candidates CV sections were easier to draw insights

from as compared to traditional methods of comparing candidates CVs. Moreover, most of the

participants found the visual data summaries presented in the framework to be very easy and

intuitive to compare multiple candidates and rank against each other.



5
Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and discuss future research directions

to develop on this work.

5.1 Concluding Remarks

Attracting and retaining human talent is cornerstone for every organization’s success. organizations

spend enormous amount of time and effort in championing the right organization’s culture and

horn out human skills that are required for it to sustain in the future. Most of the organizations

by adapting traditional recruitment processes do not completely compare and rank candidates

as compared to the position description or spend more time ranking candidates amongst each

other. To overcome these challenges, we presented a framework namely iRecruit which helps the

recruiters extract relevant information from a candidate’s CV, enrich this information with context

39
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data and then link with position description. We present the ranking function Position Description

Match Score (PDMS) which ranks candidates based on their match with position description and

present these data summaries in a Data visualization based dashboard for easy insight generation.

We presented the evaluation of our framework through a user study.

One of the possible future areas of focus for this thesis would be to evaluate the validity of the

PDMS and subsequently improve this validity through optimisation techniques. Another major

possible area of future work is to work on data extraction through rule based systems. These

possible future works are elaborated in following sections.

5.2 Artificial Intelligence and Future of Recruitment

5.2.1 Rule-Based Knowledge Extraction

In order to build a domain specific knowledge-base, one may need to extract a subject matter

expert’s knowledge under certain conditions and save it in a knowledge base. Recruitment analysts

(recruiters) make various decisions which are only understandable given certain conditions (rules)

are true. Building a rule based recruitment knowledge-base is a potential future work for this

thesis, since this defines what information is considered important from a recruiters perspective

within a candidate’s CV or from a open dataset. We would also like to explore how we can leverage

Adaptive Ripple Down Rules [103], a Ripple Down Rules (RDR) approach to extract knowledge

from recruitment experts (recruiters). RDR is an incremental approach to knowledge acquisition,

i.e., the process used to define the rules and ontologies required for a knowledge-based system. A

future line of work will be to link RDR to Intelligent Knowledge Lakes [104] to enable intelligent

summarization of the large recruitment graph.

The main limitation of the current knowledge graph represented in this dissertation, includes

the knowledge graph usage framework. This is quite important and enables the introduction

of knowledge graph features to support Trust and Transparency concerns [105–109] as well as

Privacy issues [110] regarding the use of knowledge graph contents by applications, such as in

recommender systems [111, 112] and crowdSourcing of large knowledge graphs [113–115]. A

future line of work will introduce a time-aware Blockchain-enhanced RDR to address the above
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mentioned shortcomings.

5.2.2 Ethical AI and Biases in Recruitment

Recruitment processes in the modern world focuses on diversity and inclusion and purely based

on the skills required for the job openings. Many organizations highlight their effort to build

more inclusive corporate culture on their job boards and company pages. Organizations realize

that they could be missing out on top talent if they do not offer a more inclusive culture within

their organizations. Discrimination of any kind can be very disruptive both for the employees and

organizations alike and can trigger major regulatory problems for the organizations as well [116].

While employing AI brings a lot of benefit to the recruitment process, it also brings a major issue

as well. Ethical AI as defined by House of Lords select committee on AI, UK is that AI techniques and

application of algorithms in a manner that they are not allowed to hurt, destroy or deceive human

beings [117]. The report also highlights that only a few companies dominate the AI technology and

highlights to the UK government to use competition laws to prevent monopolization of data [117].

One of the other major concerns by introducing AI is the algorithm bias. Which occurs when a

computer system makes decisions based on the data that might have prejudices of the people who

designed it [118]. This can become a major concern since decoding the design mechanism of the

algorithm is not that easy and requires back end design understanding. Within the next 5 years it

is estimated that 55 percent to the households would own a voice assistant worldwide. Similarly

medical diagnostics and cyber-security applications rely heavily on AI [119].

Ethical regulations are a must to ensure that risk are highlighted properly to avoid any prejudice

towards any set of individuals or societies [119] Many large organizations are getting more aware

of these programmatic biases that might be introduced within the recruitment process. Most of

the studies have found that these biases are introduced towards the minority groups and they are

disadvantaged since the training data for these AI based algorithms are not trained for smaller

minority sets [120].
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